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Need to start thinking about retirement but don't know where to start?Retirement Planning in Easy 8

Steps is a quick and easy way to start learning about retirement planning, helping you envision your

ideal retirement and how to get there through investment planning, maximizing social security

benefits and the other basics central to sound financial planning for retirement.Retirement Planning

in 8 Easy Steps includes:8 steps to help you reach your financial goals and achieve your dream

lifestyleStraightforward strategies for building a secure savings planUseful worksheets to help you

stay on track and meet your goalsCharts, terms & resources that simplify investing and

budgetingStart your retirement planning today with these basic but essential strategies explained

clearly by award-winning financial journalist Joel Kranc.
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Great find. Concise and yet full of great information. This book was well written and researched,

easy to follow, read, and understand. This is very helpful in explaining and setting up an action plan

to achieve retirement goals. This is helping me understand investments planning better as well.

There are also easy to fill out worksheets included to help you create a plan within your budget to

help achieve those goals. The book is long enough to be a great and informative asset but short

enough that it isn't a cumbersome book. I plan on using the information in this book quite rigorously

for my plan to live comfortably in retirement.I was reimbursed the price of this book to provide an

honest and unbiased review.



Great book to get started on financial planning for your future. It is easy to read and contains great

tools (i.e. worksheets) to help. The 8 steps are very understandable, even for a financial novice.

There are a plethora of guided portions that provide definitions and explanations for many of the

retirement related concepts that we all use such as the difference between a defined benefit and a

defined contribution plan. The section on taxes is very useful as even provides a list of questions to

ask a financial accountant (if you decide you need to hire one for help). Overall this book takes a

very challenging topic and breaks it down into bite sized portions making it easy to start planning for

your future!

This is a good book for anyone that is planning ahead for retirement and wants to take the right

steps to make sure you are financially prepared. There are eight steps this book takes you through

to get you thinking and planning for your upcoming needs during retirement. I never gave much

thought to retirement in my 20's and now with being close to 40 I had worried I might be to late to

save enough to retire on. After reading this book I learned that it is never to late to save for

retirement no matter the age. This book goes over the correct way to invest and also how to

calculate your social security payments so you can see exactly how much you will need for

retirement income. This book is very easy to understand and even those who don't know about

investing or saving can easily learn how to with these simple steps outlined in this book. It even

explains Medicare, Medicaid and a chapter on healthy living. I was very pleased with this book and

will use these steps to secure our financial future. I received this book in exchange for my honest

review.

This is an excellent book for those who have no idea where to start planning on their retirement. As

a financial professional, I did not learn amything new, but anyone who is not so well versed in the

financial world will find this book helpful as it gives you tips on where to start your retirement journey

whether you are 20 or 80! You learn about employer sponsored retirement plans as well as those

that you can take advantage of on your own. The book also handles budgeting tops and ways to cut

frivolous spending. It was easy to read with clear concise vocabulary along with a glossary of terms

if you do not understand any of the less familiar words.I would not recommend this be the only

retirement planning book you read, but it will definitely help you get started on your journey.I

received this book in exchange for my honest opinion.

This is a great first step in understanding retirement planning. This book breaks down and defines



everything you need to know. The sections (steps) are broken down and explained in a simple and

clear way. The worksheets are great; they really make it personal and helped me better understand

key concepts. I really liked that they outlined what to do by age (20s, 30s, etc.). It's definitely an

interactive and hands-on book, which I think helps drive points home. This really is a great book for

any person regardless of age or stage of retirement planning. It's very easy to understand and

follow. There are so many things about retirement I had never thought about and this book really

opened my eyes to it all.

Retirement Planning in 8 Steps read as smoothly and as easily as a novella. It took me one day to

read and it had a few jewels of information that I will be researching. The book begins with basic

information on outlining or writing down ones goals for retirement, then it gives you a list of

investment vehicles along with how taxes work in regards to retirement, and ended with the benefits

of staying healthy before and during retirement. The only part of the book that gave me an "umm"

moment was the chapter on social security (which is also mentioned in chapter 2). It was a bit

confusing to use social security as one of the three legs of retirement if it is expected to be depleted

by the year 2033, but again I am a novice on this subject matter. Other than this small matter of

confusion, I wish I had this information when I was 20.

Great book, not complicated, but well written for an easy follow as you plan for retirement. This

gives great tips from ages 20-70; Offering cost effective ways to put together, invest for the "golden

years
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